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A BSTRACT
One of the long-standing challenges in Artificial Intelligence for goal-directed behavior is to build a single agent which can solve multiple tasks. Recent progress
in multi-task learning for goal-directed sequential tasks has been in the form of
distillation based learning wherein a single student network learns from multiple
task-specific expert networks by mimicking the task-specific policies of the expert networks. While such approaches offer a promising solution to the multi-task
learning problem, they require supervision from large task-specific (expert) networks which require extensive training. We propose a simple yet efficient multitask learning framework which solves multiple goal-directed tasks in an online or
active learning setup without the need for expert supervision.
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I NTRODUCTION

Models learned by Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithms (Mnih et al., 2015; 2016; Schaul
et al., 2015; Lillicrap et al., 2015) tend to be task-specific. The inability of the AI agents to generalize
across tasks gives rise to the field of multi-task learning (MTL) which seeks to find a single agent (in
the case of DRL algorithms, a single deep neural network) which can perform well on all the tasks.
Successful DRL approaches to the goal-directed MTL problem are of the following kind. They seek
to condense the prowess of multiple task-specific teacher networks into a single student network.
The Policy Distillation framework (Rusu et al., 2015) and Actor-Mimic Networks (Parisotto et al.,
2015) fall into this category of approaches. One trains k task-specific teacher networks and then
distills the individual task-specific policies learned by the teacher networks into a single student network which is trained using supervised learning. These approaches require teacher networks which
are task-specific Deep Q-Networks (Mnih et al., 2015). Such a training of all the teacher networks
tends to be extremely resource intensive and often infeasible with growing k. In this work we present
the first successful truly on-line deep reinforcement learning approach towards multi-task learning
on tasks which have very different state spaces. Our approach never stops learning on any of the
tasks and does not require any form of teacher networks’ supervision. Our approach learns from
the raw video stream of pixel-level data and scalar rewards generated by the environments of the
multiple tasks that it is trained to solve. We present empirical evidence that our approach significantly outperforms the baselines we have considered. While our approach can be combined with
any DRL algorithm, we show results on one particular instantiation of our approach by combining
it with A3C (Mnih et al., 2016) algorithm and showing results on the Atari 2600 domain. A more
complete version of this manuscript can be found at (Sharma & Ravindran, 2017)
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M ODEL D EFINITION

We first describe a baseline multi-tasking agent (MTA) (called BA3C) and then describe our approach (Active-sampling A3C - A4C) as a modification of BA3C.
The BA3C MTA is a single A3C network which learns to perform k tasks in an online learning
fashion. At the end of every episode, the BA3C agent decides uniformly at random, the identity
of the task on which it will train next, for 1 episode. The training algorithm for BA3C is given as
Algorithm 1.
1
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Algorithm 1 Baseline Multi-Task Learning
1: function BASELINE M ULTI TASKING( SetOfTasks T )
2:
k ← |T |
3:
t ← Total number of training steps for the algorithm
4:
bmta ← the naive baseline multi-tasking agent
5:
for i in {1, · · · , k} do
6:
pi ← k1
7:
8:
9:

for train steps:0 to t do
j ← j ∼ pi . Identity of next task to train on
scorej ← bsmta.train for one episode(Tj )

Our method is based on the abstract machine learning principle of active learning (Settles, 2010;
Prince, 2004; Zhu, 2005). The core hypothesis which drives active learning in the usual machine
learning contexts (such as classification problems) is that a machine learning algorithm can achieve
better performance with fewer labeled training examples if it is allowed to choose the data from
which it learns (Settles, 2010). We present the first successful online multi-tasking deep reinforcement learning algorithm. This means that our method does not require access to the hidden features
(Rusu et al., 2016) or the action-value predictions (Rusu et al., 2015; Parisotto et al., 2015) of multiple task-specific experts for being able to solve multiple tasks using a single machine learning agent.
Our method is also data-efficient. All of our agents are trained on half the training data that would
be required to train all the task-specific expert networks. The training algorithm for A4C is stated as
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Active Sampling based Multi-Task Learning
1: function M ULTI TASKING( SetOfTasks T )
2:
k ← |T |
3:
bi ← Baseline score in task Ti . This could be based on expert human performance or even
4:
5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

published scores from other technical works
n ← Number of episodes used for estimating current average performance in any task Ti
l ← Number of training steps for which uniformly random policy is executed for task
selection. At the end of l training steps, the agent must have learned on ≥ n episodes
∀ tasks Ti ∈ T
t ← Total number of training steps for the algorithm
si ← list of the last n scores that the multi-tasking agent scored during training on task Ti .
pi ← probability of training on an episode of task Ti next.
bsmta ← the biased sampling multi-tasking agent
τ ← Temperature hyper-parameter of the softmax operation
for i in {1, · · · , k} do
pi ← k1
for train steps:0 to t do
if train steps ≥ l then
for i in {1, · · · , k} do
ai ← si .average()
i
mi ← bbii−a
×τ
mi
pi ← Pke emq
q=1

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

j ← j ∼ p. Identity of next task to train on
scorej ← bsmta.train for one episode(Tj )
sj .enqueue(scorej )
if sj .length() > n then
sj .dequeue()
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3

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND R ESULTS

We tested our approach on 3 different multi-tasking problems. M T1 involved solving the set
of games {Space Invaders, Seaquest, Crazy Climber, Demon Attack, Name this game, Star
Gunner}. M T2 involved solving the set of games {Asterix, Alien, Assault, Bank Heist, Gopher,
Tutankhamun}. M T3 involved solving the set of games {Breakout, Centripede, Kung Fu, Frostbite,
Q*-Bert, Wizard Of Wor}.

Figure 1: Comparison of performance of A4CSH agent with BA3CSH agent as well as task-specific
A3C agents for 6 tasks (multi tasking instance M T1 )
Since the original A3C publication Mnih et al. (2016) contains a different metric (human starts) for
evaluation of performance as compared to raw task scores (which we would like to optimize for),
we took the published baseline A3C scores from Sharma et al. (2017) as baseline scores. All hyperparameters throughout this work are tuned on M T1 .
In most previous works such as Parisotto et al. (2015), the arithmetic mean of the performance of the
multi-tasking agent on the different tasks is considered as the performance metric based on which
the multi-tasking agent is evaluated. This metric is not robust enough because it becomes impossible to distinguish a good multi-tasking agent (latter) from a bad one (former) using this metric of
average performance.
To alleviate this problem,
we define the following performance metric:
qam
=
 
P

k
ai
k. We can similarly define geometric-mean and harmonic-mean based meti=1 min bi , 1
rics. The evaluation procedure followed throughout our work is as follows. The multi-tasking network is trained for 300 million steps. Every 3 million steps, it is evaluated on each of the 6 tasks
for 10 episodes. These 100 evaluations are stored in a log file. After the completion of training, the
best model according to each metric is selected separately and offline by directly maximizing for the
metric. The performance is reported in Tables 1. In our MTAs, the behavior policy of the agent has
a constant size equal to 18, the maximum possible number of actions in the Atari 2600 emulator.
We call the A4C version of these agents A4CSH and the BA3C version of these agents BA3CSH.
Table 1: Comparison of performance of A4CSH agents to BA3CSH agents according to metrics
qam , qgm and qhm on multi-tasking instances M T1 , M T2 and M T3
Name

Agent

qam

qgm

qhm

M T1
M T1
M T2
M T2
M T3
M T3

A4CSH
BA3CSH
A4CSH
BA3CSH
A4CSH
BA3CSH

0.799
0.244
0.601
0.372
0.646
0.337

0.782
0.131
0.580
0.343
0.617
0.047

0.678
0.063
0.515
0.297
0.536
0.008

It is clear from table 1 that A4C out-performs BA3C, specially if one would like to optimize for the
performance of the multi-tasking agent on all the tasks (qhm ).
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